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BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
This report provides an account of our societal
impact since our establishment from 6 March 2006
to 31 December 2020, except where otherwise
mentioned. The report covers the operations over
which we have direct management control and for
which we set and implement policies and standards.
Quantitative performance data is not included for
those operations where we do not have operational
control or have joint control.
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REPORTING STANDARDS
This report has been prepared with reference to
the principles of King IV™, the Global Reporting
Initiative’s (“GRI”) Sustainability Reporting Standards
and the Integrated Reporting (<IR>) Framework.
The report makes reference to the National
Development Plan and UN Sustainable Development
Goals framework.
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APPROACH TO COLLECTING DATA
This report has been compiled from information
drawn from our internal reporting and data
management systems. Secondary data was collected
from publicly available information and reports,
official statistics and industry-specific reports.
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ASSURANCE
We have a series of internal policies, procedures
and controls in place to ensure that accurate
data is provided. Our group social and ethics
committee (SEC) provides oversight of this report.

THIS ROYAL BAFOKENG HOLDINGS (RBH) REPORT TO
SOCIETY SHINES A DEEPER LENS ON OUR PURPOSE
AND ITS INTRINSIC TIES WITH THE VISION AND
ASPIRATIONS OF THE ROYAL BAFOKENG NATION
(RBN) IN THE 15 YEARS SINCE OUR ESTABLISHMENT.
IN CELEBRATION OF THIS 15-YEAR MILESTONE,
THIS REPORT IS PRODUCED FOR THE FIRST TIME
IN OUR HISTORY TO COMMUNICATE THE POSITIVE

Y EA R S

CONTRIBUTION THAT WE MAKE TO SOCIETY AS A
GOOD CORPORATE CITIZEN AND IN THE LIVES OF
THE RBN WHO ARE THE DIRECT BENEFICIARIES WHO
HAVE ENTRUSTED US TO BE RESPONSIBLE STEWARDS
OF THEIR FINANCIAL CAPITAL AIMED AT SECURING
THEIR WELL-BEING FOR TODAY AND IN GENERATIONS
TO COME.
The report forms part of our suite of corporate reports and covers
our approach to managing our most relevant sustainability focus
areas and reflects the manner in which they are aligned with our
strategic priorities. It includes matters that have an effect on the
long-term success and sustainability of the business and our impact
on the economy, environment, our people and the communities in
which we operate to do good today for the benefit of tomorrow.
In presenting an overview of our activities over a 15-year timeline,
we also reflect on the manner in which we have been responsible
stewards of a legacy that has been endowed to us by our forebears
with more than 180 years of asset management to facilitate socioeconomic transformation for the Bafokeng people.
We welcome your feedback which can be communicated directly
to communications@bafokengholdings.com and invite you as a
valued stakeholder to journey with us as we reflect on our proud
history, the key milestones that have shaped who we are and the
lasting impact that we continually strive to make.
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WHO
WE ARE

THE VALUE
WE CREATE

RBH IS A 100% BLACK-OWNED INVESTMENT HOLDING COMPANY THAT IS ENTRUSTED WITH THE UNIQUE RESPONSIBILITY,
TOGETHER WITH OUR SHAREHOLDER, THE ROYAL BAFOKENG NATION DEVELOPMENT TRUST (RBNDT), TO PRESERVE AND
GROW THE FINANCIAL CAPITAL OF THE RBN –A PROGRESSIVE TRADITIONAL COMMUNITY OF APPROXIMATELY 128 000
BAFOKENG PEOPLE LOCATED IN THE NORTH WEST REGION OF SOUTH AFRICA. AS SUCH, OUR SOCIAL PERFORMANCE IS
PRIMARILY DIRECTED TOWARDS IMPACTING THE NATION AND THOSE WHO LIVE ON RBN LAND OR ACCESS ITS SERVICES
AND INFRASTRUCTURE. THIS REPRESENTS OUR CONTRIBUTION TO THE COLLECTIVE SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHALLENGES
THAT WE FACE IN THE COUNTRY BY MAKING A POSITIVE IMPACT IN THE BOJANALA PLATINUM DISTRICT.

We manage a portfolio with a net asset value (NAV) of approximately R29 billion
(as at December 2020), consisting of listed and unlisted assets in a range of
sectors including infrastructure, property, financial services, telecommunications,
resources and industrials, located in diverse geographies.

To safeguard the long-term
financial independence of the
Royal Bafokeng Nation.

30 DEC 2020

33

employees

OUR MANDATE
Royal Bafokeng Holdings
has a dual mandate:

To generate sufficient income to
meet social and infrastructural
needs of the Nation.

64% of women
employees
97% of black
employees

R29bn

NAV

PORTFOLIO INVESTMENT
20.26%

Mining

55.41%

Financial services

7.83%

Telecommunications

2.02%

Mining Services

6.42%

Property

0.85%

Other

3.75%

Infrastructure

3.46%

Cash

WHAT WE VALUE
At the core of our “HARTCORE” values is a
people-centred approach to engage with one
another in a manner that is principled and
authentic. We are resilient and committed to
helping the RBN to achieve its purpose.

ACHIEVING OUR VISION THROUGH THE DILIGENT
EXECUTION OF OUR STRATEGY. WE DO THIS BY
MEASURING OUR PROGRESS AGAINST OUR STRATEGIC
VALUE DRIVERS FOR OUR STAKEHOLDERS.

Honesty: we are open, truthful, ethical in
all our actions and interactions, and act
with integrity.
Accountability: we accept responsibility,
follow through to the end, remain answerable
at all times and stand by our word.
Respect: for self, RBH and others in our
engagements and remain open to diversity
of perspectives. We recognise our individual
and collective humaneness by embracing the
principles of “Botho” – I am because we are;
we treat one another in an equitable manner
without favouritism or discrimination.
Transparency: we are open with information,
where possible, and are clear about our
intentions.
Commitment to the RBH purpose and vision:
we are mindful that we serve a greater purpose
and exercise stewardship to the unique
mandate that we have been entrusted with –
the upliftment and sustainability of the RBN is
the cornerstone of what we do.

HOW WE WORK
Our approach to investment is
founded in the need to create
value by protecting and growing
the income and capital base
in real terms over time for the
benefit of Morafe (community).
This translates into a long-term
investment focus, with a view
to deliver consistent dividends
and a sustainable yield from
companies that offer strong
capital growth.

WE CREATE VALUE BY LIVING OUR PURPOSE AND

Responsiveness: we engage with all
stakeholders in a timely and effective manner.

VALUE FOR
SHAREHOLDER

Delivering a predictable dividend
income on a sustainable basis for
our shareholder to implement
socio-economic projects

VALUE FOR
EMPLOYEES

Creating an enabling environment
that maximises the talent of
our people

VALUE FOR
INVESTEE
COMPANIES

Partnering with investment
partners to strengthen long-term
sustainability and support positive
contributions to society

VALUE FOR
SOCIETY

Driving positive social
transformation

OUR VALUE DRIVERS
We operate ethically and
execute with integrity.
We embrace and drive positive
change. Trust (Tshepo) and
respect (Tlhompo) are central to
our relationships.
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Dividend paid to RBNDT and contributions to RBN

R6.3 billion

100% Black-owned since
establishment

15 YEARS OF
SOCIAL IMPACT
RBH IS A UNIQUELY SOUTH AFRICAN INVESTMENT

Skills

development

In 2018 we launched
the Chartered
Accountancy training
programme and have one
graduate who is now
registered as a CA (SA)

Over the past 10 years we provided
training to 213 candidates through the
programmes the Class Of, ThutoPele,
Itirele mosha and the CA training
programme

HOLDING COMPANY ESTABLISHED IN 2006 THROUGH
AN ENDOWMENT FROM THE RBN, A PROGRESSIVE
TRADITIONAL COMMUNITY OF 29 VILLAGES SITUATED
IN THE RUSTENBURG VALLEY. OUR MANDATE IS
TO PROTECT AND GROW THE WEALTH OF THE
RBN, AND PROVIDE RELIABLE AND PREDICTABLE
INTER-GENERATIONAL INCOME. IN THIS WAY
WE CONTRIBUTE TO THE CURRENT DEVELOPMENTAL
NEEDS OF THE BAFOKENG WHILE PRESERVING

Established the RBH COVID-19 Relief fund of

R4.4 million, with 80% spend directly to RBNDT
Corporate tax paid over the past 10 years

2020
Sustainability
spend:

WEALTH FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS.

R3.5 million

R800 million

15-YEAR HIGHLIGHTS
Highlights over the years
2006
•	Initiated structured CSR and
transformation strategies
throughout the group

2012
•	Completed the transfer of
our 100% holding in RBS to
the RBA

2015
•	Introduced an employee
wellness programme
designed for RBH

•	Formalised our stakeholder
engagement programme

•	Royal Bafokeng Enterprise
Development (RBED) was
also unbundled out of RBH
in order for it to pursue its
mission independently

2017
•	A three-year social
transformation plan
implemented to focus
on: education and skills
development, supplier and
enterprise development,
and sports

2007
•	Royal Bafokeng Sports
(RBS) started operating
in January 2007 as a
subsidiary of RBH
2008
•	Phokeng Community Health
Cluster was implemented
through a private-public
partnership involving
RBH, Royal Bafokeng
Administration (RBA) and
the North West Department
of Health
2010
•	Launched the Class Of
Programme
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2014
•	RBH narrowed the focus
of its corporate social
investment programme to
just two strategic priorities:
education and enterprise
development, which are
also both key priorities for
the RBN
•	ThutoPele learnership
programme launched

2018
•	Launched the Itirele Mosha
Learnership programme
•	Launched the Chartered
Accountancy training
programme
•	Subscribed employees
to ICAS, as part of our
employee assistance
programme

2020
•	Established the RBH
COVID-19 Relief Fund
of R4.4 million, with
80% spend directed to
RBNDT. CSR spend funds
reprioritised towards
COVID-19 Relief Fund

An annual dividend is channelled through our sole
shareholder, the RBNDT, which in turn funds the policies
and public services of the RBN. These investments are
guided by Plan ’35, the RBN’s long-term strategic plan
aimed at addressing the challenges facing Bafokeng and
creating a progressive, dynamic and thriving community.
We also channel social investments through our stand-alone
CSR programme.

ROYAL
BAFOKENG
NATION

We are a responsible contributor to the national fiscus in the
form of taxes and employment opportunities. In the 15 years
since our establishment we have created jobs, the majority
of which for historically disadvantaged individuals. We have
also contributed more than R6.3 billion towards RBNDT since
inception, which supports Plan ’35 as well as contributed
additional funds in social investments through our
CSR programme. Our social investments have benefited not
only the Bafokeng, but all those who live on Bafokeng land
and have access to services provided by the RBN.

NORTH WEST PROVINCE

We have included a number of case studies throughout this
report to highlight some of our key achievements as well as
the progress made towards our objectives. We are proud of
these achievements and look forward to the next 15 years
of contribution to the well-being of the RBN, and that of the
broader South African society.

Kopman

NORTH-EAST

Chaneng
Mafenya

THE RBN IS A TRADITIONALLY-GOVERNED
SETSWANA-SPEAKING COMMUNITY.

5 REGIONS
CONSISTING OF

29 VILLAGES

Tantanana

Rooikraal
Mamerotse

Diepkuil

Robega

ABOUT THE ROYAL BAFOKENG NATION

RUSTENBURG

NORTH

Maile Ext

Tlaseng

Rasimone

Tsitsing

Mogono
Luka

Phokeng

CAPITAL

CENTRAL

Serutube

Mogajane
Lesung

Mafika

Mosenthal
Mabitse

Kanana

SOUTH-EAST
Tlapa

Mfidikwe

Thekwane

Photsaneng
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15 YEARS OF
SOCIAL IMPACT CONTINUED
COVID-19 RESPONSE
The outbreak of the novel coronavirus and the ensuing national
lockdowns implemented as part of the national response to
the pandemic have impacted individuals, communities and
businesses across the world. The RBN was no exception.

The funds donated by RBH were used for the roll-out of a
public health campaign aimed at educating communities on
the prevention of COVID-19. In addition, 130 000 food care
packages were distributed through the partnership with the
Gift of the Givers.

Most visibly, the lockdown had resulted in staggering levels of
hunger, as household incomes collapsed and nutritious food
became increasingly difficult to access. Other social impacts,
such as job losses, interruptions to public health programmes,
loss of access to educational and other child support services,
growing challenges with mental health, and increased genderbased violence, were collectively deepening destitution in many
communities.

The RBNDT quickly shifted their focus and co-ordinated
response efforts to ensure the health and welfare of the RBN.
This was done mainly through the various social and commercial
entities, including RBA, RBI and RBH, and partnering with
various spheres of government, including the Rustenburg Local
Municipality, the Department of Health as well as mining houses
such as Royal Bafokeng Platinum (RBPlat) and Impala Platinum,
to adequately respond to the needs of the community.

In response to the need to contribute to the call for support as a
responsible corporate citizen, RBH redirected funding earmarked
for the corporate social investment Impact Fund towards the
RBH COVID-19 Relief Fund. In addition to this, savings realised
from cost-cutting measures identified as part of institutionalising
a culture of “doing more with less” beyond the short- to
medium-term response to the COVID-19 pandemic were also
contributed. Quite significantly, RBH staff and non-executive
directors also voluntarily participated by pledging a portion of
their salary or board fees towards this Fund.

We are proud of the manner in which we have handled the
crisis brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic with agility,
compassion and care, providing our employees with job security
and emotional support, partnering with our stakeholders to
ensure a co-ordinated and effective response, and playing a
key role in the response efforts of both our shareholder and
national government.

A total of R4 411 692.46 was raised for RBH’s COVID-19 Relief
Fund from the above-mentioned sources. The proceeds from this
fund were disbursed in the form of an 80/20 split between the
RBN, through the RBNDT, and initiatives in broader South Africa
in partnership with the Gift of the Givers, as follows:

We are deeply grateful to all our stakeholders who have
contributed to keep our business operational during these
unprecedented times. We also extend our gratitude to our
board for providing constant guidance, and our leadership team
who led with courage and conviction.
As the COVID-19 pandemic continues to impact society we are
committed to making a meaningful contribution to response
efforts both within the RBN and in the broader South African
society. In addition to taking robust measures to ensure the
health and safety of our employees and maintain the viability
of our business, we are working closely with our shareholder,
the RBNDT, and other stakeholders such as our investee
companies and national government.

“I AM CONFIDENT
THAT THE STRATEGIES
AND SCENARIOS
RBH has been developing over
the past few years will carry the
company, and the community it
serves, through the current cycle.”
KGOSI Leruo Molotlegi

RBNDT
RBN health-related
response

R3 469 982

R4.4 million
Gift of the
Givers
Food care packages  
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OUR HISTORY

“LAND REMAINS CORE TO OUR IDENTITY.

It is the link between our past, present and future. It is also our land ownership that allowed us to
craft a development strategy and to diversify our asset base over time.”
KGOSI Leruo Molotlegi
Exchange of Implats
royalties for 12%
shareholding

1834 – 1891
Bafokeng pooled community resources
and started buying back the land they
had occupied for centuries
1866
Bafokeng land acquisition process
begins. Land was bought communally
and owned accordingly
1924
Platinum discovery: a part of the reef
containing the world's largest deposit of
platinum group metals were discovered
under Bafokeng land
1990
Bafokeng trade equitable royalties for
the right to mine

ESTABLISHMENT
OF RBNDT
RBN Supreme Council
(SC) resolves to
establish RBNDT and
in 2005 donates all
commercial entities
to it

2004

Initiation of
structured CSR
interventions and
transformation strategies
throughout the business

2005
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2008

2009

2010

R24 billion

R33.5 billion

R22.5 million

R25.5 billion

R35 billion

2006

Governance

RBH acquires of 12.5% stake in
Metairand 25.1% in M-Tech
RBH acquires MOGS
Proprietary Limited

RBH increases its
shareholding in the Bafokeng
Rasimone Platinum Mine
(BRPM) joint venture to 67%

People

RBH acquires 30% holding
in Praxima

RBH acquires 15% interest
in Eris Properties (formerly
Rand Merchant Bank
Properties)

Sustainability

RBH acquires 26% stake in
MB Technologies

RBH acquires 1.97% stake in
Vodacom SA

Queen Mother Dr Semane Molotlegi
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2007

Acquires 10.1% in Zurich
Insurance Company
South Africa. First Investment in
a non-financial mining entity

“It’s all on behalf of the Bafokeng; whatever we get from the
assets is of community benefit. Knowing that mines are going
to deplete at some point, does it mean we would also perish
as Bafokeng? That’s when we formed RBH, realising we can no
longer have our eggs in one basket.”

RBH Internship “RBH
Class of programme”
launched

2006

Total net value of assets under management at year-end
CSR

RBH adopts a
sustainability strategy
and has prepared its first
integrated sustainable
development report

Appointment
of first independent
non-executive director,
Ms Tshidi Nyama

asset portfolio
composition by
sector

85%
2%
4%
9%

Mining and resources
Industrials
Services
Financial services

FORMATION OF ROYAL
BAFOKENG HOLDINGS
RBH forms through merger
of Royal Bafokeng Resources
and Royal Bafokeng
Finance, with RBNDT as
sole shareholder
RBH acquires 100%
of Fraser Alexander,
26% of joint venture
Metuba Engineering and
Construction, a 51% equity
interest in Hard Rock Mining
and a 25.1% stake in Pasco
Risk Management

The BEE transaction with
Implats is completed – RBH
becomes largest shareholder
in Implats(13.4%)
RBH acquires 65% interest
in South African Coal Mining
Holdings
RBH acquires 30% stake in
Zaptronix
RBH acquires 25.01% stake
in DHL

The transfer of economic and
management control of the
Bafokeng RasimonePlatinum
Mine (BRPM) from Anglo
Platinum to RBH

2010

asset portfolio
composition by
sector

RBH increased equity
holding in mining oil and gas
services subsidiary, MOGS,
from 50.1% to 100%
Increases its shareholding in
Zurich Insurance South Africa
to 25.1%

69%
7%
1%
1%
10%
10%
2%

Mining and resources
Services
Financial services
Manufacturing
Telecommunications
Cash
Infrastructure

PLAN ’35
In the State of
the RBN Address,
KGOSI Leruo Molotlegi
announced Plan ’35,
creating a new horizon
for planning, vision and
strategy for the RBN

2011
R25.1 billion

The RBH Sustainability
Strategy and the RBH Policy
for Responsible Investment
and Portfolio Management
approved and adopted by
the board
RBH commits to the
principles set out by
internationally recognised
organisations, including
those of the UNGC, the
UNPRI, the Millennium
Development Goals (MDG),
the National Strategy for
Sustainable Development
(NSSD), and has taken note
of the International Council
on Mining and Metals
(ICMM) principles

Royal Bafokeng Platinum
(RBPlat) is formed, takes
over management of
BRPM JV and lists on the
JSE (RBH’s interest in listed
entity is 52.8%) lists on the
JSE Limited

RBH acquires a 5% interest
in RMB Holdings (RMBH)
and RMB Insurance (RMIH),
followed by an additional
10%, increasing its
investments in RMBH and
RMIH to 15% respectively

RBH acquires a 10.5%
shareholding in Atterbury
Investment Holdings

RBH disposes of Senwes
and SACMH
R8bn worth of preference
shares issued to fund
acquisition of RMBH
and RMIH
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Mutually agreed
shareholder compact
that enshrines the
responsibilities between
RBH and its sole
shareholder, the RBNDT,
was finalised
RBH appoints
an independent nonexecutive chairperson,
Ms Monhla Hlahla
POLICY FOR
SUSTAINABLE
RESPONSIBLE
INVESTMENT
AND PORTFOLIO
MANAGEMENT
RBH board approved
the policy which defines
principles, objectives and
systems for sustainable
investment with respect
to ESG issues

In 2013, following
in the immediate wake of
the events at Marikana
in 2012 that altered the
mining landscape forever,
our platinum mining
subsidiary, RBPlat, stood
out as an example of
sound labour practices.
RBPlat deftly navigated
through the platinum
industry strike without
any industrial action at
RBPlat, which heralded
the first five-year wage
agreement in the industry

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

R30 billion

R30 billion

R32.4 billion

R25 billion

R29 billion

R32.1 billion

R27.9 billion

2012

asset portfolio
composition
by sector

50%
33%
3%
4%
10%
1%

Mining and resources
Financial services
Industrials
MOGS
Infrastructure
Other

Albertinah Kekana appointed
as CEO
RBH disposes of its
investment in Zurich
Insurance South Africa

RBH recalibrates its strategic
focus, reviewed investment
strategy and started
repositioning the investment
portfolio in terms of our
shareholder’s mandate
Property investment,
Atterbury Investment
Holdings, lists on the JSE
as Attacq
RBH increases its Attacq
investment to 15%
RBH increases its
shareholding in M-Tech
Industrial to 50.1%
controlling shareholding.
M-Tech is one of MOGS
Mining Services' subsidiaries
RBH disposes of
investment in Astrapak and
MB Technologies of Pasco
Risk Holdings investments

Mining exposure reduces
to approximately half
of the portfolio due to
outperformance of nonmining assets, especially the
financial services assets

RBH strengthens
its risk management
structures and processes,
and establishes its
risk appetite and risk
tolerances

Extended bursary
programme
RBH TRAINING
PROGRAMME
Launched RBH chartered
accountancy training
programme

RBH’s CSR strategy
was reviewed to align
it with the strategic
objectives of the business
and imperatives of
Plan ‘35

RBH raises debt to invest in
non-platinum assets

RBH acquires 30% interest in
JC Decaux SSA

RBH acquires 27.71%
interest in Dipalopalo, which
entered a PPP agreement to
provide the department of
Stats SA with a head office
accommodation

RBH invested in two property
companies, Zenprop UK
and New Europe Property
Investments (NEPI), providing
geographic diversification

RBH acquires a 16.7%
interest in the STANLIB
infrastructure fund, which
was created to focus on
renewable energy projects

RBH completes the disposal
of its stake in Metair,
disposing of its shareholding
in Merafe Resources and
reduces its shareholding in
Attacq Limited

RBH disposes a portion of its
Metair shares

Implats' share placement
dilutes RBH's stake to 11.3%
RBH acquires infrastructure
and energy assets – Adams
and Electra (30% interest
in each)

RBH COVID-19
Relief Fund established
and disbursed
R4.4 million through
RBNDT and Gift of the
Givers in support of
vulnerable individuals
and communities

Launched Itirele
Mosha programme

MOGS launches Sunrise
Energy facility

2016

asset portfolio
composition
by sector

15%
62%
9%
4%
1%
7%
1%

Mining and resources
Financial services
Telecommunications
MOGS
Infrastructure
Property
Other

RBH reduced shareholding in
MOGS to 51% and concludes
strategic partnership with PIC
RBH reduces 5% shareholding
in Impala Platinum to 6.3%
RBH acquires 50% Royal
Investment Managers

GPMS completed its first full
year of operation in Ghana
RBH flips 30% Neotel stake
to 10.3% stake in Liquid
Telecom
RBH acquires 25.1% interest
in infrastructure and energy
assets, Sishen and Gouda,
respectively

RBH flips Vodacom SA
stake to Vodacom Group via
YeboYethu
RBH reduces concentration
risk and pays down debt
RBH reduces exposure in
financial assets
Disposal of Implats shares
started and the stake was
reduced to 5% by end
of 2018

2019 2020
R30 billion

O V ER

– to date

R29 billion

RBH exits its remaining
shareholding in Implats and
uses the proceeds to reduce
its debt by 30%

years of
investment
experience

2020

asset portfolio
composition
by sector

20.26%
55.41%
7.83%
2.02%
6.42%
0.85%
3.75%
3.46%

Mining and resources
Financial services
Telecommunications
Mining
Property
Other
Infrastructure
Cash

Liquid Telecom restructures its business for its
Africa Data Centre strategy
Acquires stake in Transaction Capital Limited
Acquires 30% stake in Hallcore Water
RMH unbundles FirstRand, resulting in RBH
holding a 4% direct stake in Firstrand Group

RBH acquires a 1.87% stake in
Big Yellow Group Plc
RBH increases investment in
NEPI
Fraser Alexander and M-Tech
transferred to MOGS as part of
internal reorganisation
RBH and Liquid Telecom
acquires 30% stake in Neotel
RBH makes significant progress
in the reduction of our debt
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MESSAGE FROM THE
CHAIRPERSON OF THE
SOCIAL AND ETHICS
COMMITTEE
UPHOLDING THE VISION AND THE VALUES OF THE
RBN AND HONOURING OUR HISTORY IS A DRIVING
FORCE WITHIN RBH. AS THE SOCIAL AND ETHICS
COMMITTEE, WE REPRESENT THE HEART OF THE
ORGANISATION GIVEN OUR RESPONSIBILITY TO
OVERSEE THE COMPANY’S ACTIVITIES WITH REGARD
TO SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT,
GOOD CORPORATE CITIZENSHIP, ENVIRONMENT,
HEALTH AND PUBLIC SAFETY, LABOUR AND
EMPLOYMENT. THIS IS NOT A RESPONSIBILITY WE
TAKE LIGHTLY. WE RECOGNISE THAT THIS SPEAKS
TO THE VERY FABRIC OF RBH. AS A BUSINESS,
SUSTAINABILITY, EMPOWERING OUR PEOPLE AND
MORAFE AND EXERCISING DUE CARE OVER THE
INVESTMENTS THAT WE MANAGE LIE AT THE HEART
OF EVERYTHING WE DO.

RBH is guided by the deeply embedded values of the RBN.
The values and the vision of the Nation to be a sustainable
traditional community that is relevant in the modern world,
spans generations and is founded on sacrifice, discipline,
innovation and creativity. These are guiding principles that
inform our stewardship of the Nation’s interests and assets in
a manner that is responsible and responsive to ensure longterm sustainability.
The vision that birthed RBH can be traced back to the
19th century when Bafokeng began securing legal rights
to their ancestral lands. At the time, Black South Africans
were prohibited from owning assets or deriving benefit from
the natural resources on their land. Despite these complex
and deeply entrenched structural barriers, the RBN sent
regiments of young men to work on surrounding farms and
diamond mines. A portion of earnings from the farms and
mines were used to establish a fund, which was in turn used
to purchase land for the community. The purchase of land
was made possible through the Nation’s robust governance
structures and the sheer tenacity and ingenuity of Bafokeng,
which led to strategic partnerships with missionaries who
acted as proxies in the purchase of land.
In the years following the discovery of platinum on land
belonging to the RBN, and South Africa’s democratic
dispensation in 1994, Bafokeng would go on to establish
several entities to take care of their commercial assets.
Under the leadership of KGOSI Leruo Molotlegi the RBN

established Royal Bafokeng Resources
(2002) to oversee its mining interests
and Royal Bafokeng Finance (2004)
to oversee its non-mining investment
portfolio. In 2005 the Supreme Council
resolved to establish the Royal Bafokeng
Nation Development Trust (RBNDT)
and donate all its commercial entities to
the RBNDT. This was followed, in 2006,
by the merger of Royal Bafokeng
Resources and Royal Bafokeng Finance
to form Royal Bafokeng Holdings.
The merger and formation of RBH was
driven by the aim to consolidate the
assets of the RBN and ensure intergenerational wealth creation.

engagements with the shareholder and
Morafe; RBH’s dedicated team of highly
skilled and experienced professionals,
and investee companies that have
provided an empathetic and calculated
response to the pandemic. As a board
we are deeply dedicated to the company
and remain committed to a principled
and reflective approach to governance.

RBH’s key objective is to enable
the RBN’s vision of meeting the
developmental needs of both the
current and future generations. In the
15 years since its establishment RBH has
become one of the largest communitybased investment holding companies
in the world with a NAV of R29 billion
and a portfolio spanning the mining,
financial services, telecommunications
and property sectors. This is a
remarkable achievement given the
challenging environment. The RBH team
has prudently navigated a variety of
challenges over time, such as the 2008
global financial crisis, the stagnation of
the South African economy, exchange
rate volatility, load shedding and
labour unrest. We are also acutely
aware of increasing levels of poverty,
unemployment and inequality, all of
which require an equally compelling
response. More recently, the outbreak of
the COVID-19 pandemic, and lockdown
measures introduced presented massive
challenges to stakeholders across
the socio-economic and geographic
spectrum the world over.

KGOSI is the founding chairperson of
RBH, and held that role for six years
until 2012. This defining moment in
the RBH journey enabled KGOSI to
map a clear vision; instil the values of
good governance, transparency and
accountability; and an ethos that “we will
not address the needs and wants of
today at the expense of the long-term
interests of the community”. In time,
in line with best practice, independent
directors were appointed to the
board, demonstrating commitment
to good governance and responsible
corporate citizenship. These directors
continue to be the custodians of good
governance and ethical leadership,
and provide strategic oversight with the
goal of ensuring the sustainability of
the business.

RBH’s strong performance in the
face of a challenging operating
environment reflects the character and
calibre of the organisation. It attests
to the fundamentals that are in place:
strong governance structures within
RBH, extending to and evidenced in

Looking back at some of the milestones
that have shaped the RBH journey,
has been the infusion of RBN’s ethical,
community-focused, forward-thinking
approach that spans over a century is
clearly evident.

Strategic shifts in the company strategy
reflect the innovative approach and
long-term focus that underpin continued
portfolio growth and the future wealth
of the Nation. The conversion of our
royalty agreement into an equity share in
Impala in 2007 changed our trajectory.
The implementation of RBH’s growth
and diversification strategy was another
defining milestone for the company,
allowing it to mitigate risks associated
with depleting mineral resources as
well as mitigate concentration risks.
Another important milestone was RBH’s
shift from being a silent investor to

taking on more strategic roles in our
investee companies.
The board continues to focus on RBH’s
growth and diversification strategy guided
by the mandate of the business and
legacy of resource stewardship, intergenerational wealth creation and visionary
leadership, that has become synonymous
with Bafokeng. In the 2020 period, the
board of RBH, under the guidance of the
Social and Ethics Committee, undertook a
detailed review of RBH’s ESG framework.
Through this process we reaffirmed our
commitment to sustainable business
practices and responsible investing.
The completion of our ESG framework will
not only contribute to improved oversight
of ESG matters within RBH but in our
investee companies as well.
As a responsible corporate citizen that is
able to evolve and thrive in a changing
environment, we will continue to uphold
the values of the RBN and be guided by
the need for long-term sustainability as
a business imperative. The COVID-19
pandemic prompted a rapid response
from the board, the executive team and
stakeholders with the goal of ensuring the
ongoing viability of RBH and safeguarding
the assets of the RBN.
Looking ahead, we anticipate the
continuation of a tough operating
environment as global economies
contend with the impact of the
pandemic that is yet to be fully
quantified. Through this, we are
confident that RBH will remain resilient
in the face of challenges, given the
ongoing diversification of the portfolio;
the strength of the balance sheet;
the calibre of employees, and the
support from our shareholder, RBNDT,
as well as the Bafokeng people who
have graciously trusted us to do good
for the benefit of tomorrow.

Tshidi Nyama
Independent non-executive director
SEC Chairperson

TSHIDI NYAMA
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MESSAGE FROM THE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
CREATING VALUE FOR THE RBN, OUR SHAREHOLDER,
THE RBNDT, AS WELL AS UPLIFTING PEOPLE WHILE
POSITIVELY IMPACTING COMMUNITIES IS IN THE VERY
NATURE OF OUR BUSINESS. LOOKING BACK AT THE
PAST 15 YEARS SINCE OUR ESTABLISHMENT, RBH HAS
DEMONSTRATED ITS COMMITMENT TO CONTRIBUTING
TO A THRIVING, VIBRANT AND INNOVATIVE
COMMUNITY WITH A CLEAR SET OF ASPIRATIONS AS
SET OUT IN PLAN ’35, THE RBN’S STRATEGIC BLUEPRINT
FOR ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT.

While there is widespread recognition for the Bafokeng
people who are mostly known for their platinum wealth,
the real worth lies first and foremost in the Bafokeng
people themselves, their resilience and steadfastness to
be a relevant and innovative traditional African community
in a changing world. It is also in the tangible ways in which
RBH has assisted our shareholder to impact the lives of the
Bafokeng people and all those who live on the land and
access the infrastructure and social services provided by the
RBN. Our Report to Society is an opportunity to showcase
our contribution to the remarkable contemporary vision of
the RBN to secure long-term well-being of the Bafokeng
people. In doing so, we recognise that meaningful impact
cannot be achieved through quick fixes but that it takes time,
vision and fortitude to effect real and lasting transformation.

We recognise that the years ahead are
going to be challenging. The COVID-19
pandemic has demonstrated the
important role that companies play
in addressing societal challenges as
evidenced by the wave of support
that has been directed by corporate
South Africa towards social relief
to support vulnerable individuals
and communities. This points to the
evolving role of companies in society,
their increasing engagement in social
and environmental activities geared to
achieving better societal outcomes. It is
borne by the significant influence that
companies have on a wide range of
stakeholders and the impact that this has
on a company’s social licence to operate.
While financial performance remains a
key driver, it is increasingly important to
demonstrate the value that is created by
the financial returns derived. This is no
different for us at RBH as we have been
entrusted with a purpose that extends
beyond generating a profit. Rather,
our mandate is one of enabling growth
and socio-economic development for
the RBN, to do good in a manner that
translates into long-term sustainability.
As a result of the foresight of the
Bafokeng forebears and KGOSI as
founding chairman, RBH has had the
extraordinary privilege to translate

a Nation’s vision for itself into an
endowment that has been sustained
over time founded on principles of
stewardship, growth and resilience.
As we reflect on our 15-year milestone,
we are immensely proud of our
contribution to one of South Africa’s
best examples of the sustainable use of
mineral resources. We have committed
ourselves to a long-term view of the
future that is fuelled by an inspiring
vision, to protect and grow our portfolio
and embraced our heritage while
doing so. Our value proposition goes
further than protecting and growing
the financial capital of the RBH. We are
also committed to creating social value
and being a force for good for the
benefit of others. To ensure that this
is embedded in our business we are
redoubling our efforts to ensure that
we are investing for good. Our journey
toward integrating ESG principles into
our decision-making and business model
represents a further step of how we seek
to make a sustainable contribution to the
community that we serve, the employees
and other stakeholders with whom we
work and the broader society of which
we are a part of.

that started more than 180 years ago,
with Bafokeng men walking more than
a 1 000 km to work in the Kimberley
diamond mines. Some of the wages they
earned were used to buy the land that
would later yield the resources upon
which RBH is built. We are ever mindful
of the sacrifices our forebears made
for the long-term sustainability of the
Bafokeng community. As we launch our
plans for the 21st century, we strive to
uphold their values and instincts and,
above all, their vision – to think big
and use the available resources for the
long-term benefit of all. We are deeply
appreciative of the support of the
community, the trust extended to us and
for providing an enabling environment.
As we work towards ensuring a portfolio
that is future-fit, our success will be more
critical than ever as the immediate needs
of our community grow.
Together, we will continue to create a
brighter future for the next 15 years
and beyond.

Albertinah Kekana
CEO Royal Bafokeng Holdings

On behalf of RBH, I pay tribute to the
Bafokeng – our shareholders in the
true sense. RBH is part of a journey

ALBERTINAH KEKANA
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ENVIRONMENT,
SOCIAL AND
GOVERNANCE

Gouda Wind Energy Facility
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INVESTING
FOR GOOD

AS A RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS WHOSE ETHOS ARE STEEPED IN THE TRADITIONAL VALUES AND CULTURE OF THE RBN,
WE HAVE AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN FINDING SOLUTIONS TO THE CHALLENGES FACING OUR SOCIETY AND MINIMISING
THE NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF OUR OPERATIONS AND THOSE OF OUR INVESTEE COMPANIES. WE STRIVE TO ACT AS A
RESPONSIBLE INVESTOR.

In line with our Sustainability Strategy, we are committed to
protecting and enhancing the RBN’s asset base and providing
sufficient dividend income to support the development goals
of the Nation. We achieve this through long-term investments
in high-growth, defensive sectors and high-quality companies.
An appropriate risk management approach and embedded sound
corporate governance principles are vital for our sustainability.
As a community investment fund tasked with long-term
wealth generation, we have a responsibility to ensure that our
investments also protect and enhance sustainability in relation
to the environment and society. Our board-approved Policy for
Sustainable Responsible Investment and Portfolio Management
sets out our investment and management objectives ensuring
that ESG risks are identified and assessed in the due-diligence
process of all target investee companies. We also strive to take
an active ownership approach where possible, participating
in and influencing the investee company’s strategic direction.
Since the inception of the policy in 2013, this approach has been
entrenched in our investment philosophy.
In the past 15 years sustainable investing has moved from
a niche investment sector into the mainstream. Companies
are being held to a higher standard of ethical leadership and
stewardship, with stakeholders interrogating a company’s value
creation in broader society, how it manages its environmental
footprint and the manner in which it remains accountable
through its governance practices. Increasingly, investors are
recognising that a company cannot be understood only through
its financial performance. Taking account of ESG provides a
better understanding of the company’s strategy as a whole.
Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, ESG has become
even more important as it is not only a way to do well but also
a way to mitigate risk in the long term. The pandemic has
demonstrated that companies do not exist in a vacuum but form
an integral part of the broader societal ecosystem that fuses
people, planet and productivity, and has highlighted the critical
role that businesses play in addressing societal challenges.

KEY DEVELOPMENTS

Environment
In light of the rise of ESG investing, our board
is reviewing our approach to ESG, guided by
the notion of “investing for good”. We believe
redoubling our focus on ESG will enhance risk
management and lead to sound investment
opportunities. The proposed framework
outlines how we intend to make a sustainable
contribution to the community that we serve,
the employees and other stakeholders with
whom we work and the broader society in which
we operate. Our proposed ESG framework will
focus on four pillars: economic, environment,
social and governance. The framework will be
underpinned by adherence to external policy
imperatives such as the Code for Responsible
Investing in South Africa (CRISA), Principles for
Responsible Investment (PRI), the UN Global
Compact Principles, Sustainable Development
Goals, B-BBEE Codes of Good Practice,
the King IV Code and the Companies Act.
If approved, our ESG will be adopted for
implementation in 2021.

As a business, our core focus in line with our mandate has always been twofold: protecting
and growing the financial capital of the RBN but to also create social value. As such we are
able to ‘“do good for good” by making a demonstrable impact on society and future-proofing
our business.

Employees

Communities

Governance

Investee
companies

LOOKING AHEAD
As we embark on this journey to “do good for good” we are establishing an approach that prioritises transparency, universality
(applicable not only to RBH but informing how we exercise stewardship and oversight at investee companies) and alignment
with our ESG credentials. Going forward, we remain committed to promoting sustainable social and economic transformation
through meaningful collaboration with our stakeholders. We are committed to thinking and acting in a proactive manner. Our goal
in the coming year is to identify the most significant ESG impact on our operations and integrating ESG considerations in our
investment model.

MESSAGE OF CONGRATULATIONS TO ROYAL BAFOKENG HOLDINGS
R&A Strategic Communications is proud to have provided a range of communications services to Royal Bafokeng Holdings
since RBH’s establishment 15 years ago. Our professional association with the Royal Bafokeng Nation (RBN) extends beyond
this, almost to our own establishment as Russell and Associates 21 years ago. We are pleased, also, to have been of service
at various times to Royal Bafokeng Platinum. As RBH celebrates its landmark 15 years of existence, it must be enormously
gratifying to reflect on its track record of success in protecting and growing the financial assets of the RBN for the benefit
of Morafe.
The values of RBH are demonstrated through its relationships with its stakeholders. In our experience, RBH has always been
an organisation that operates with integrity and a high degree of professionalism. We extend our heartiest congratulations on
15 years of achievement and our best wishes for attaining even greater prosperity in the future.
Russell and Associates
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EMPLOYEES

OVERVIEW

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE AT THE HEART OF EVERYTHING WE DO AS A BUSINESS. THEY PLAY AN IMPORTANT ROLE
IN THE SUCCESS OF RBH. OUR RELATIONSHIPS WITH OUR EMPLOYEES ARE BASED ON TRUST AND RESPECT FOR
INDIVIDUALS AND THEIR HUMAN RIGHTS AND DIGNITY. WE FOSTER EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY, INCLUSION AND A
HEALTHY WORKPLACE THROUGH OUR HUMAN CAPITAL POLICIES AND PRACTICES. WE PROVIDE MARKET-RELATED
REMUNERATION AND BENEFITS, AND INVEST IN ATTRACTING, DEVELOPING AND RETAINING OUR PEOPLE.

PERFORMANCE-DRIVEN CULTURE
In line with our mandate and corporate values, we have focused
on engaging our employees and fostering a performance-driven
culture. We have in place a corporate scorecard that is reviewed
by the board to assess the performance of RBH across a set of
metrics that include governance and sustainability, portfolio
performance, human capital and stakeholder engagement.
Linked to this, each employee has a performance scorecard
with appraisals conducted annually to achieve set business
objectives. Our corporate scorecard and employee scorecards
inform performance bonuses.
RBH conducts an annual employee engagement survey.
The survey allows for an in-depth view into how well RBH is
doing as an employer and creates opportunities for the company
to understand and address challenges from an employee
perspective. The survey targets engagement dimensions that
are key to motivation, morale and employee satisfaction.
There are ongoing initiatives to address survey outcomes
and ensure improvements. As such, some of the company’s
performance management initiatives are directly a result of
employees’ feedback.

TALENT MANAGEMENT
Our talent management strategy is underpinned by an
understanding that our employees are our greatest asset.
Each employee brings unique talents to the business and has
their own personal objectives. It is important that these are
aligned with the values and aspirations of the business. We have
put in place systems and processes to facilitate this. Our human
capital is focused on identifying high-potential individuals,
supporting their personal and professional development,
and ensuring an ongoing pipeline of new talent.
In the years since our establishment we have engaged with
tertiary institutions to actively identify and develop new
talent. Some of the programmes we have invested in include
ThutoPele [page 37 of this report], through which we have
enabled a number of young people to enter the world of
work. In 2018 we launched our chartered accountancy training
programme aimed at developing the next generation of financial
professionals [page 39].

Thato Rapoo joined RBH in 2015 as a finance intern and subsequently assumed the role of junior accountant, having
completed his studies in BCom Accounting at the University of Johannesburg. The opportunity at RBH allowed him to kickstart his career as a financial services professional, and gain skills and knowledge in the areas of accounting, investments
and communication. Being a part of the RBH team has also helped Rapoo to interact with different people, gain exposure to
different opportunities and develop his leadership skills.

TRANSFORMATION
Transformation is foundational to our mandate as a communitybased investment company. Our goal is to improve the wellbeing of Morafe, as well as make a contribution to the broader
development imperatives of South Africa as a whole. Our human
capital strategy promotes employee diversity, both to address
historic imbalances and support inclusive development.
EMPLOYEE WELL-BEING
We take the safety and health of our employees very seriously.
We provide a healthy working environment and implement
various initiatives to safeguard and promote the physical and
mental health and well-being of our employees. In promoting
our employees' well-being, RBH contracted the services of
a mental health services provider to support employees in
coping with and alleviating challenges relating to mental health.
Services provided include counselling, health-related updates
and advice through various communication channels, including a
dedicated helpline.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS OVER THE PAST 15 YEARS
•	We have created sustainable employment, learning
and development opportunities for our people.
•	This has enabled us to invest in our people and
ensure the recruitment and retention of best of breed
employees for the benefit of not only the business
but for their career development and broader skills
pipeline in the country.
•	We provided employees with support towards their
tertiary education
•	We supported three trainees through our chartered
accountancy training programme
•	We supported three Bafokeng students towards their
Accounting studies
•	We supported 46 learners in our ThutoPele
learnership programme
•	We supported 164 candidates through the Class of
programme

FUTURE OUTLOOK
We remain focused on the well-being of our employees and on ensuring we stay abreast of the latest trends in human capital. As such
we will continue to drive the strategic objectives of the business through our high performance culture, while increasing focus on
innovation and preparing our workforce for the future world of work. We will also continue to benchmark our rewards programme
with industry peers and best practice, promote work/life balance and ensure our employees are empowered through learning
and development.
In addition, we will continue with our increased focus on the mental health of employees as we confront the challenges resulting from
new working conditions instituted in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Y EA R S

“I have learnt a lot, met different people within the business and am still being exposed to events through RBH.
This contributes to me becoming a seasoned professional and person of character both in and outside the organisation,”
explains Rapoo.
Rapoo’s experience is in line with RBH’s values and commitment to providing a healthy working environment in which talent is
nurtured for the well-being of both individual employees and the organisation as a whole.
“What stands out for me, even today, is that no man is an island; we are all working together to realise a common objective,
for the well-being of the RBN,” he adds.
“I would like to congratulate RBH on having reached a milestone of 15 years of existence. I hope the organisation will continue
to have a positive impact on people’s lives, as it has had on mine.” Thato Rapoo – Junior Accountant, RBH
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COMMUNITIES

ENVIRONMENT

OVERVIEW

OVERVIEW

OPERATING RESPONSIBLY IS ESSENTIAL TO OUR SOCIAL LICENCE TO OPERATE. WE RECOGNISE THAT WE CAN

WE HAVE A DUTY OF CARE TO PROTECT THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH WE OPERATE AND AIM TO COMPLY

ONLY DELIVER SUSTAINABLE VALUE TO OUR SHAREHOLDER AND OTHER KEY STAKEHOLDERS THROUGH FINANCIAL

WITH ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL BEST PRACTICE, TO THE EXTENT THAT

PERFORMANCE THAT IS UNDERPINNED BY A CONTRIBUTION TO SOCIETY AND THE COMMUNITIES WE SERVE.

THEY ARE RELEVANT TO OR IMPACT OUR OPERATIONS. THE STEWARDSHIP OF RESOURCES IS ALSO AN IMPERATIVE
GIVEN OUR MANDATE OF INTER-GENERATIONAL WEALTH CREATION.

Given the RBN’s location on the richest-known platinum and chrome reserves in the world, the Nation’s economic prosperity is strongly
linked to the performance of the mining sector. A decade of low prices and contracting demand for platinum group metals has
negatively impacted on the local economy and resources available to the RBN.
APPROACH
Our board-approved investment policy provides a framework for the management of the
RBN’s endowment fund. The purpose of the fund is to ensure that both current
and future generations of Bafokeng benefit from the Nation’s communal
assets and resources, through the growth in real terms of the income and
capital value of the fund over time. In line with this, our investment
policy sets out to identify the fund’s investment objectives,
risk tolerance and constraints. It establishes a structure of
guidelines and policies within which the RBH investment
team exercises their delegated authority and against which
recommendations to the Investment Committee and
board can be judged. The investment policy is designed
to be a strategic document and remains in effect unless
revisions are agreed by the board.

OUR APPROACH
Our community investments are guided by Plan ’35, which
informs our CSR strategy. We also align our interventions
with the National Development Plan and UN Sustainable
Development Goals. Through our community investments and
strategic partnerships we aim to maintain our position as a
responsible corporate citizen.
We implement interventions that deliver significant impact in the
most effective manner. We go beyond short-term benefits and
consider initiatives that offer sustainable and scalable advantages
across key economic and social metrics. As a responsive and
agile business that is in touch with the communities within which
it operates, we also strive to implement initiatives that meet
urgent needs.

KEY OUTCOMES OVER THE PAST 15 YEARS
In the early years following our establishment we
implemented a range of initiatives informed by the
key priorities of the RBN. In 2015 the RBN undertook
a review of Plan ’35 with a view to aligning it with the
current and future developmental needs and aspirations
of the Bafokeng. This enabled us to consolidate our
interventions into three programmes: education,
enterprise development and sports development.
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
When making investment decisions, RBH considers not only the
implications from a commercial perspective, but the broader
impact that each decision will have. This is in line with our belief
that positive relational equity can only be cultivated through
trust, legitimacy and an organisational culture that is steeped
in accountability as a fundamental part of our social licence
to operate.
Understanding the interests and concerns of our stakeholders
through effective dialogue and ongoing engagement is critical
to delivering on our mandate. Our capacity to deliver value
ultimately depends on the quality of our relationships with our
priority stakeholders and on our demonstrated ability to address
their material interests.
Our priority stakeholders include our shareholder, RBNDT,
as well as Morafe, our investee companies, regulators and the
communities in which we operate.
LOOKING AHEAD
• Impact fund to be introduced in partnership with RBED
•	Support education initiatives in the RBN that are not
only impactful but sustainable, with a particular focus
on mathematics

FUTURE OUTLOOK
We take ESG matters into account when making
investment decisions. In addition, we provide
oversight and monitor our investee companies
to ensure compliance requirements are being
adhered to. Further, we have actively followed
developments on proposed carbon tax legislation.
As a low-impact company, we expect our carbon
tax to be relatively low. We will however be
impacted by increases in fuel and energy costs
should the cost implications of the carbon tax be
passed on to the consumer.

KEY OUTCOMES OVER THE PAST 15 YEARS
We have invested in improving our understanding of the
operations of our investee companies and ensuring their
operational sustainability is not undermined by adverse
impacts on the environment. To this end we have
developed an ESG framework, aimed at assisting in
systematically assessing the environmental risks arising
from the operations of our investee companies and
managing their exposure to risk. Our active ownership
approach, where possible, enables RBH to guide
and influence the investee companies’ approach to
environmental sustainability.
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GOVERNANCE

OVERVIEW

THROUGH OUR COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH TO
GOVERNANCE AND SUSTAINABILITY WE ENSURE
LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY COMPLIANCE,
AND MAINTAIN OUR STATUS AND STRONG REPUTATION
AS A RESPONSIBLE CORPORATE CITIZEN. THIS ENABLES

OUR APPROACH
RBH is committed to maintaining the highest standards of
governance and ethical culture. Our governance is underpinned
by an experienced, independent and diverse board of directors.
The board and each of its committees play an important role in
overseeing ESG matters within RBH.

US TO MEET ALL OUR OBLIGATIONS ACROSS THE

At board level, ESG issues are addressed through a number of
committees, as outlined below.

BUSINESS AS INFORMED BY OUR MANDATE TO EXERCISE

Social and Ethics Committee

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP OF THE RESOURCES

In line with the Companies Act, we have in place a Social
and Ethics Committee. As part of its mandate the committee
monitors our ESG activities pertaining to social and economic
development, corporate responsibility as well as employee
safety, health and wellness. The committee is also responsible for
maintaining overall control of regulatory compliance, ethics and
accountability.

ENTRUSTED TO US. WE ACHIEVE THIS BY DELIVERING
PREDICTABLE INCOME AND CAPITAL GROWTH THAT
SUPPORTS THE INTER-GENERATIONAL NEEDS OF THE
RBN, WHILE ENGENDERING TRUST AND CREATING
VALUE IN A MANNER THAT ADDRESSES THE INTERESTS
AND CONCERNS OF MATERIAL IMPORTANCE TO
OUR STAKEHOLDERS.
RBH’s performance since our establishment in 2006 is testament
to the quality of leadership, depth of experience and strategic
thinking within the business. It also speaks to the resilience of
our portfolio and affirms the growth and diversification strategy
that is being steered collectively by management and the board.

Audit and Risk Committee
The Audit and Risk committee plays a central role in maintaining
risk oversight. This extends to ESG matters. The committee
provides oversight on how ESG risks are identified, prioritised
and disclosed to key stakeholders. It also plays a central role in
determining materiality for ESG metrics as well as ensuring there
are sufficient internal controls in place for ESG matters.

Remuneration and Nomination Committee
The Remuneration and Nomination Committee exercises
oversight on all matters relating to human capital within RBH.
The committee is responsible for the company’s remuneration
policy and ensures the policy is fair and consistent with market
norms and aligned with the strategic objectives of the business.
At executive level, ESG matters are the responsibility of
the Executive Committee, which is responsible for reviewing the
ESG framework, co-ordinating its implementation and reviewing
performance against objectives on a regular basis.
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UPHOLDING ETHICS AND INTEGRITY
Ethical leadership and accountability play an important
role in safeguarding the assets of the company.

Code of Ethics
Our Code of Ethics is guided by our values. In accordance
with those values we foster a culture of transparency
and accountability. This ethos is reflected in all our
relationships and engagements with our key stakeholders.

Whistle-blowing Policy
RBH is committed to the highest standards of ethical
business conduct. In line with this commitment we
have developed a Whistle-blowing Policy to reinforce
our Code of Ethics. The Whistle-blowing Policy sets
out our commitment to protect all stakeholders who,
in good faith, report unethical conduct. This ensures that
staff and other stakeholders have a channel to report
serious concerns about any aspect of our work, without
fear of victimisation. The finance director has overall
responsibility for implementation of the policy, and she
maintains a record of concerns and outcomes, reporting
to the CEO and Audit and Risk Committee as required.

Conflict of interest
We maintain comprehensive registers of individual
directors’ interests. These are updated on a regular basis
and signed by the directors, with details noted by the
board and company secretary.

Compliance
The board maintained focus on our regulatory universe
and ensured full regulatory and statutory compliance
across all aspects of our business. This was reflected
in our decision-making, consideration of risks and
opportunities as well as our ability to exercise duty of
care to the company in the midst of the pandemic to
ensure a resilient portfolio performance. RBH was in
full compliance with relevant statutory and governance
requirements and had oversight of internal policy
updates. The board seamlessly transitioned from contact
to virtual meetings, holding a total of 25 meetings in the
year under review.

KEY OUTCOMES OVER THE PAST 15 YEARS
We have maintained a robust governance operating
model that enhances the board’s ability to exercise
proper oversight and for management to execute its
responsibilities effectively. This has been critical to our
success, given our operating environment, which has
been characterised by a number of crises, including
the 2008 financial crisis, the stagnation of the domestic
economy over the past decade and, most recently,
the COVID-19 pandemic. We have maintained focus
on our regulatory universe, ensuring full regulatory and
statutory compliance across all aspects of our business.
This is an outcome of our effective decision-making,
consideration of risks and opportunities as well as
our ability to exercise duty of care to ensure resilient
portfolio performance.

RISK MANAGEMENT
The board is responsible for the total process of risk
management, while executive management is accountable
for designing, implementing and monitoring the process
of risk management. RBH seeks to have a sound system of
internal control, based on its policies and guidelines, in all of
its subsidiaries, material associates and joint ventures. In those
companies that are independently managed, as well as joint
ventures, the directors who represent RBH on these investee
companies' boards seek assurance that significant risks are
being managed.
FUTURE OUTLOOK
The demands associated with responding to a global pandemic
coupled with the development imperatives of the RBN have
underscored RBH’s responsible approach to doing business to
strengthen our long-term sustainability and support positive
contributions to society. Maintaining a balanced portfolio and
addressing key priorities while preserving inter-generational
wealth will continue to remain a core focus of future-proofing our
business in order to thrive in the context of a depressed local
economy and global uncertainty.
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INVESTEE COMPANIES

OVERVIEW

OUR INVESTMENT POLICY SETS OUT OUR PRINCIPLES, OBJECTIVES AND SYSTEMS FOR SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENT
WITH RESPECT TO ESG ISSUES.

In accordance with our sustainability strategy, we commit to the
following sustainable investment objectives:

1

To protect and enhance the wealth (asset base)
of the Royal Bafokeng Nation (RBN) and provide
sufficient cash (yield) to deliver on the budgeted
service delivery projects of the Royal Bafokeng
Administration (RBA) by generating positive real
returns in ZAR at moderate risk, while complying
with sound corporate governance principles

2

To ensure that due consideration is given to the
environmental and social consequences resulting
from the business operations of current and target
investee companies

Our active ownership approach enables us to monitor ESG risks.
Active ownership is generally regarded as one of the most
effective mechanisms to reduce risks, maximise returns and have
a positive impact on society and the environment. This has been
central to our investment philosophy since RBH’s inception.

RBH’s exclusion list
We have developed an investments exclusion list to complement
our ESG investment criteria. Our exclusion list defines the types
of investments that will not be considered.
RBH will not invest in companies or projects that are involved
in the production of any product activity deemed illegal under
host country laws or regulations, or international conventions
and agreements. We will not invest in companies involved
in the production of or trade in weapons and munitions,
or trade in wildlife products regulated under the Convention
on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna
and Flora (CITES).

ESG INVESTMENT CRITERIA
Our investment and management criteria are informed by our
mandate as an investment company, our obligations to our
shareholder and our strategic objectives. In pursuing investment
opportunities and strategic partnerships, we consider return on
investment and evidence of effective management practices and
risk identification processes as key criteria. We also consider the
level of legal compliance and levels of ESG awareness. Further
consideration is given to compliance with anti-corruption laws of
the country and to employment equity.

KEY ESG DEVELOPMENTS
As an investor and investee company ourselves, we recognise
the increased level of interest in ESG matters with interest.
We have also noted the growth in ESG product offering from
providers of capital, both locally and internationally. In response
to this we are taking steps to formalise ESG considerations in
all our activities and investments. In this way we aim to ensure
ESG matters receive the buy-in and attention they require and to
enhance our reporting by providing an objective and balanced
view of our impact and that of our investee companies.

We adopt active shareholder and ownership stances in
companies where we hold stakes, with board representation
where possible. This enhances our strategic influence and
oversight over these businesses.

LOOKING AHEAD
The board, management and shareholder of RBH are pleased
with the progress made in formalising ESG matters in
the business.
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CSR APPROACH
CSR PROGRAMMES SUPPORTED OVER TIME
RBH SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY

NGO/CBO Capacity-Building Project

THE GOAL OF OUR SOCIAL INVESTMENT INITIATIVES IS TO ENHANCE THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

RBH funded the NGO and CBO Capacity-Building Project
since 2010 with the aim to develop community organisations
operating in the RBN so they can function effectively, efficiently
and independently and thus become sustainable organisations.
The training organisation, Siyakhula Trust, had implemented
a first year of the Capacity-Building Project. The focus of
the training was organisational development to enable nongovernmental organisations (NGOs) and community-based
organisations (CBOs) to put systems in place for smooth running.
The organisations have been trained to develop their profiles,
businesses and project plans. This training intervention helped
to increase confidence levels, resulting in the independent
submission of documents to the Non-Profit Organisation (NPO)
Directorate and to SARS.

PROGRAMMES OF THE RBN BY PARTNERING WITH, AND DIRECTLY SUPPORTING, THOSE INITIATIVES THAT
CONTRIBUTE TO THE WELL-BEING OF THE NATION. IN DOING SO, WE ALIGN WITH THE B-BBEE CODES OF
GOOD PRACTICE.

RBH CSR PROGRAMMES
RBH’s sustainability objective is to contribute towards the
socio-economic development of the RBN through structured
and sustainable initiatives. In implementing our sustainability
initiatives, we enter into partnerships with relevant stakeholders
including other RBN entities, our investee companies, specialist
service providers and a range of strategic partners.

RBH sustainability budget aims to provide additional and
complementary support to programmes funded by the
administrative institutions of the RBN.

RBN CONTEXT
Our social investments are guided by Plan ’35. The framework
allows us to prioritise long-term development initiatives
of the Bafokeng and align our interventions with the
broader imperatives of the Nation. The funding from the

RBH is committed to supporting the successful implementation
of Plan ’35. The three areas of action and strategic goals
envisaged in Plan ’35 inform our sustainability strategy.
Our sustainability interventions are namely education,
sports development and enterprise development.

Plan ’35 is built on three pillars: individual development,
community development, and sustainability and
growth. The programme is geared towards empowering
individuals and the broader community with the skills they
need to be self-reliant.

African Women Chartered Accountants: In 2014 RBH,
in partnership with the African Women Chartered Accountants
Forum, committed to accelerating the advancement of black
women who were aspiring to become chartered accountants.
Through the provision of structures, support and access to
opportunities, the programme ran a number of initiatives which
not only benefited the women in the programme but also the
youth in the community. RBH supported the programme from
2013 – 2015. This collaboration was meant to create an awareness
of the chartered accountancy profession and provide support and
guidance to young people in order to encourage their entry into
the profession.

Godisanang Orphans and Vulnerable Children Programme
In 2008 and through support from RBH, RBA formed the Godisanang joint venture programme. Working together with
Tapologo, the Godisanang programme was a response to the rising number of children left orphaned and vulnerable because
of the HIV/AIDS pandemic. Tapologo was established 15 years ago in Phokeng and offers a range of services to people
infected and affected by HIV/AIDS, clinics, home-based care and hospices.
The primary purpose of the Godisanang programme was to help develop a model that would provide care and support to
these vulnerable children throughout the RBN. The programme adopted a collaborative and holistic approach, partnering with
several organisations and service providers to meet a host of needs from training caregivers, providing children with access to
education, medical and psychological care, legal aid and financial support.

PLAN ’35 PILLARS

The Godisanang programme was first rolled out in Macharora village under the leadership of the late Queen Mother
Mmemogolo Semane Molotlegi. The programme was later expanded in various phases to other villages.
RBH funding to the programme was from 2011 until 2018 and throughout this period numerous vulnerable children
were supported.
INDIVIDUAL
DEVELOPMENT

COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

SUSTAINABILITY
AND GROWTH

ATTAINING

RESPECTING

A BETTER

OUR RESOURCES

STANDARD OF LIVING
FOR ALL INDIVIDUALS BY
IMPROVING INDIVIDUAL
QUALITY OF LIFE AND
SOCIAL WELL-BEING.

COLLABORATIVELY
BUILDING AN INCLUSIVE
TRADITIONAL COMMUNITY
OF WHICH WE
ARE PROUD.

AS TREASURED
ASSETS AND ACHIEVING
INCLUSIVE GROWTH AND
FULL EMPLOYMENT
INTO THE
LONG TERM.
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Palaeontological Scientific Trust (PAST)

The Phokeng Trauma Centre is a centralised rape and trauma

Walking Tall Project is an educational outreach project operating
under the support of PAST. The theatre shows ran at several
schools in the RBN with the aim of explaining difficult scientific
concepts, such as human evolution, and to excite learners
about paleosciences and careers in this field. Throughout this
period this initiative reached approximately 11 000 learners,
and 175 educators who all benefited from these teaching.
RBH supported the Palaeontological Scientific Trust from
2009 to 2011.

support centre that provides support to victims and survivors of
crime and sexual assault. Funding for the project was used to assist
the organisation to expand its services to areas outside of Phokeng
by increasing the number of full-time staff and volunteers. In 2011,
the centre had increased its capacity to deliver more services to the
community and reach out to both RBN and non-RBN communities.
It has received funding from RBH (2009 – 2016) and continues to
play a critical role in the RBN community. The Phokeng Trauma
Centre operates from four centres in the RBN, namely
Phokeng police station, Boitekong clinic, Mfidikwe clinic and
Lefarakgatlhe community centre, serving people in and around
the RBN community.
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CSR APPROACH CONTINUED

RBH CSR IMPACT
In 2015, we followed three strategic priorities we had established through consultation, research and the need to meet our
commitments in terms of the Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment (B-BBEE) Code of Good Practice (the Codes).
These are education, enterprise development and sports. In 2017, we refocused our three-year social transformation plan and began
implementing our sustainability spend in conjunction with the developmental mission of the RBN's Plan ’35.
In doing so, we prioritise the creation of long-term, sustainable community development initiatives that drive economic growth
and participation while nurturing skills development. Through our socio-economic initiatives we were able to achieve the
following highlights:

RBH SUSTAINABILITY HIGHLIGHTS OVER THE PAST FIVE YEARS

EDUCATION
 chool within a School programme
S
highlights
•	Increase the number of learners
taking maths from around 25% to
around 40%
•	Thethe was ranked number six on
the list of top-performing schools in
the Bojanala region

ENTERPRISE AND SUPPLIER
DEVELOPMENT
•	RBH has sponsored the
participation of 44 entrepreneurs
at the beginning of the RBED –
Focused Approach programme.
Thirty-five entrepreneurs
successfully completed the training

SPORTS
•	1 290 learners have participated in
sports development programmes
•	43 RBN schools have participated in
sports development programmes
•	More than 40 players selected into
the netball intermediate squads
•	Over 77 players have been
identified and selected into football
academy structures

SUPPORTING THE UN SUSTAINABLE GOALS
Through our support of Plan '35 we are aligned with several of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.

Nkanyiso schools’ vegetable gardens and nutrition
The objective of this project was to increase the knowledge of gardening and nutrition among learners, educators, school
food handlers and parents, and to increase the nutritional value of school lunches through the incorporation of fresh produce
from school gardens. Another important aspect was to drive and empower community members working in these gardens
with the skills necessary to enable them to supply fresh produce to feeding programmes, and ultimately to run sustainable and
profitable food production businesses. The project was first implemented at five primary schools in 2010 and was rolled out to
several other primary schools in the community. RBH funding supported this initiative from 2010 to 2013.
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Congratulations on this incredible milestone, one that demonstrates a clear commitment and dedication to the impressive
mandate you have as an organisation. Being a partner, it is inspiring to work with people who have such a clear purpose and a
culture that pushes us all to aim for the better. Here's to having a front-row seat to the next 15 years!
Yellowwood Future Architects
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EDUCATION PROGRAMMES OVER THE YEARS

EDUCATION
OVERVIEW

INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT IS ONE OF THE PILLARS OF THE RBN’S PLAN ’35. AMONG THE ASPIRATIONS OF THE
BAFOKENG IS THE ATTAINMENT OF A BETTER STANDARD OF LIVING FOR ALL INDIVIDUALS BY IMPROVING INDIVIDUAL
QUALITY OF LIFE AND SOCIAL WELL-BEING. THIS ENTAILS BREAKING THE CYCLE OF POVERTY AND CREATING
OPPORTUNITIES FOR INDIVIDUALS TO DEVELOP THEMSELVES AND BECOME PRODUCTIVE MEMBERS OF SOCIETY.
WE BELIEVE EDUCATION CAN MAKE AN IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTION TOWARDS THIS OBJECTIVE.

Akanyang Centre for Teaching

Akanyang Centre for Teaching (ACT) is an educational institution which delivers a supplementary curriculum for the North West
University’s (NWU) Bachelor of Education (BEd) degree. The centre was donated by Vodacom in 2016 in collaboration with
RBH. As a Continuous Professional Teacher Development Centre, ACT contributes to the strategic objectives of RBI and to the
overall growth and development of the RBN. To date, the institution has supported 54 graduates in completing their studies
at NWU.
In 2019 Akanyang delivered an IT bridging skills programme to 32 unemployed youth. Through this programme 31 graduates
were placed across the RBN schools and paid stipends through the national government’s Youth Employment Service
(YES) programme. In addition, the centre supported students from the RBN to apply for admission to various South African
universities. As part of its commitment to inclusive development and to providing holistic support to students, the centre
loaned out laptops to final year students to help facilitate their online learning during the national lockdown in 2020.

ROYAL BAFOKENG INSTITUTE
The Royal Bafokeng Institute (RBI) exists to
support and improve the standard of education
in the Nation. It achieves this through a range of
initiatives aimed at supporting basic education, skills
development and training for Bafokeng. Initiatives
are implemented in partnership with a range of
stakeholders including the Department of Basic
Education, tertiary institutions and the private sector.
RBH directs funding towards the RBI to provide
support in the implementation of education
initiatives within the Nation.

Going forward, ACT will continue to prioritise skills development, focusing on unemployed youth. The centre will also support
young people within the RBN to apply for NSFAS study loans and admission to tertiary institutions across South Africa.
Further, ACT is in talks with RBI to ensure it can offer support and supplementary curricula for additional degree qualifications.
The centre is also in the process of formalising into an NWU satellite campus. In all, ACT has an important role to play in the
development of the RBN and remains committed to this objective. The centre will continue to work with other RBN entities to
achieve its objectives.

Career Monitor SA
RBH contracted Career Monitor SA to capacitate life orientation
teachers with career coaching skills so they can continue to
improve and better assist learners in making career choices.
During the programme, learners were familiarised with the
South African economic framework, enabling them to identify
scarce and critical skills they may be able to provide. Learners
were then profiled according to their desired sectors of interest
so they can receive relevant information that speaks to their
interest. RBH supported Career Monitor programme from 2016
to 2017.

Zingaphi Ngewu,
who heads up
Career Monitor SA.

Primary school in
the RBN
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EDUCATION CONTINUED
CURRENT PROGRAMMES
In 2016, we narrowed our focus to a few strategic initiatives. The aim was to further align our CSR focus with our imperatives as a
responsible corporate citizen, our mandate to our shareholder and the key priorities of the Nation.

School within a School
The School within a School programme is an initiative
implemented by RBH in partnership with RBI. The programme
was launched in 2014 with the objective to improve quality of
mathematics and physical science offerings and educational
outcomes in RBN schools. Key activities included teacher and
learner development, as well as the provision of educational
materials learning aides and career development initiatives.

RBH ThutoPele Programme

Tunisi Programme

The Tunisi Programme is a self-development initiative launched by Kelebogile Legari in 2018. The programme was developed
with the aim of providing resources, exposure, opportunities and creating relevant programmes that enable the success of
youth in Phokeng.
The Tunisi Programme focuses on three key pillars, academics, leadership and extramural activities. In partnership with RBH,
Tunisi introduced the Maths Olympiad, which has managed to attract the participation of all Bafokeng secondary schools.
The programme is aimed at discovering, challenging and encouraging mathematically talented young students to perform
exceptionally well.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, in 2020 Tunisi implemented a new math intervention programme called Jala Peo, which aims to
assist grade 9 learners to help them bridge the academic gap created by the COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent lockdowns.
The Jala Peo maths programme yielded significant results, with 63 students enrolled to the programme and 11 students acquiring
distinctions for mathematics in the last term of the year. The programme focused on two RBN schools, providing virtual lessons,
online educational learning and contact lessons to learners from Matale and Thethe Secondary Schools.
Tunisi wishes to express their gratitude to RBH for the continued financial support in the Maths Olympics programme. To date
the Tunisi Programme has benefited over 200 students across RBN’s secondary and high schools.

The RBH "Class of" internship programme

RBH Itirele Mosha programme

The aim of the Class of programme is to facilitate the placement
of graduates who have performed well academically and are
seeking job opportunity. RBH, with its subsidiaries and RBN
entities, work together continually to identify mentorship/
training opportunities within their businesses. The Class of
programme was launched in 2010 to create an opportunity for
youth to gain experience and potentially secure permanent
employment within RBH, RBA and our investee companies.
Hosting companies included Implats, Fralex, Zurich SA, RBPlat
and M-Tech Industrial. A total of 165 youth benefited from the
programme through our support.

Itirele Mosha targets unemployed youth in the Rustenburg area
and offers them with learnership opportunities. Launched in 2018
by RBH, it is specifically aimed at grooming young people for
employment opportunities in the health sector. The programme
was implemented in partnership with non-profit organisations
UnlockD and Aurum Institute, as well as the Department of Health.
Itirele Mosha makes it possible for Bafokeng youth to receive a
nationally recognised qualification (NQF Level 4), enter the job
market and gain practical experience. A total of 16 Bafokeng
youth have completed the programme since its launch, 13 of
whom were offered long-term employment opportunities.
The programme is currently on hold until further notice.
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is a programme aimed at learners who have successfully
completed their grade 12 but are not able to further their studies
due to financial constraints and not meeting the minimum
Admission Point Score (APS). The programme was launched in
2014 and its first year RBH enrolled 20 learners in the Institute
of Certified Bookkeepers (ICB) learning course, which was an
NQF Level 3 qualification. This course enabled learners to gain a
qualification in accounting and establish careers as bookkeepers.
RBH then reviewed the programme with a view of aligning it with
our mandate and the focus areas of the RBN.
In 2017 we partnered with Ubank and rolled out an NQF level
5 Higher Certificate in Banking Services registered with Milpark
Education Institution. To date 46 learners have been placed on
the programme.

RBH CA (SA) TRAINING PROGRAMME
In 2017 RBH received accreditation from the South African
Institute of Chartered Accountants (SAICA) as a training
institution. The training programme is structured to develop wellrounded finance professionals and involves a three-year rotation
plan which exposes trainees to various business units within
the Royal Bafokeng Group. The programme is aligned to RBH’s
transformation strategy, which is to position youth and graduates
for employment opportunities. It further promotes education,
training and the retention of key accounting professionals within
the RBH businesses. We successfully launched the Chartered
Accountancy training programme in 2018. We are pleased
to share that our first graduate, Lehlogonolo Moloanyana,
successfully completed his training in 2020 and is now registered
as a chartered accountant. Three students are currently on the
programme. Refer to page 39 for full details on the programme.

LOOKING AHEAD
We will continue to support initiatives that focus on both
personal development and academic performance as part of
efforts to improve educational outcomes within RBN schools.
We will also continue with the roll-out of our chartered
accountancy and bursary programmes, and contribute to skills
development, work readiness and a steady supply of talent as we
work towards meeting the developmental needs and aspirations
of the RBN, and South Africa at large.
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EDUCATION CONTINUED

School within a School programme
SINCE 2010 RBI HAS SUPPORTED MATHEMATICS
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMMES WITH SUPPORT
FROM RBH. IN 2014 THE PROGRAMME WAS NAMED
SCHOOL WITHIN A SCHOOL. THREE YOUNG BAFOKENG
WHO RECEIVED BURSARIES FOR THEIR UNDERGRADUATE
STUDIES RETURNED TO THE RBN AND CHOSE TO ASSIST
THETHE SECONDARY SCHOOL WITH IMPROVING THEIR
MATHEMATICS RESULTS AND ENCOURAGING MORE
LEARNERS TO TAKE MATHEMATICS AS A SUBJECT.
Before joining the Thethe programme the three Bafokeng
completed their training and were mentored by Dave Ryan,
head of Mathematics at RBI. The three Bafokeng were more like
subject experts than teachers, but in the process they managed
to qualify to be teachers. The support provided by RBH included
salaries for the three teachers, educational materials as well as
funding for add-on activities such as an after-school programme,
career development initiatives and knowledge-sharing with
teachers from other RBN schools.

POST-MATHS PROGRAMME
“Having been a learner at the school myself, I had a good
understanding of the challenges that were facing learners at
Thethe”, says Sam Lebabo, one of the teachers. “It is for this
reason that we quickly decided to complement the work we
were doing in the classroom with an after-school programme
known as the Post-Maths programme. This enabled us to provide
further support to learners who demonstrated high potential
or interest in maths and prepare them for university studies”,
he adds. RBH provided the resources to make this happen.
The Post-Maths programme allowed learners who had completed
grade 12 and passed mathematics with 60% and above to take
an advanced programme in mathematics and computer literacy
during their gap year, and focus on improving their maths
competencies. Those students have since gone on to tertiary and
are pursuing studies in various disciplines including veterinary
sciences, applied mathematics, computer science and teaching.
LUKA COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE
Another challenge the three teachers picked up after arriving
at Thethe was that, by the time learners got to grade 8 they
were already behind with their understanding of maths, making
it difficult for them to cope with the subject. In response to
this, they introduced an initiative through which they mentored
teachers in primary schools and provided extra maths lessons
to learners. The Thethe teachers also developed educational
materials such as videos and booklets, which they shared with
teachers in other RBN schools.
“We made use of technology because it allowed us to reach
more learners and the teachers we were working with could use
the materials even in our absence”, explains Gordon Sekano.
IMPROVED PASS RATES
Among the key achievements of the intervention was the
improvement in the maths pass rate at Thethe. Prior to the start
of the programme very few learners took maths as a subject
and the average marks for maths was below 80%. Through
the programme the school was able to increase the number of
learners taking maths from around 25% to around 40%, and the
pass rate to 96% for the 2016 academic year. In that same period
Thethe was ranked number six on the list of top-performing
schools in the Bojanala region.
The success of the School within a School programme
demonstrates the impact and importance of strategic
partnerships among the various RBN entities. It also highlights
the commitment of the teachers and management team at
Thethe and the type of results that can be achieved when
different stakeholders work together. RBI will continue to support
similar initiatives in the future.
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RBH CA (SA) programmes
RBH HAS ADOPTED A SKILLS PIPELINE APPROACH TO CREATE A POOL OF SKILLS THAT ARE ALIGNED TO THE CORE
MANDATE OF THE BUSINESS. IT IS THROUGH THIS DELIBERATE APPROACH THAT, IN 2020, RBH LAUNCHED ITS FIRST
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANCY (CA) BURSARY PROGRAMME WITH THE AIM TO ASSIST THE RBN YOUTH TO DEVELOP
SKILLS THAT WILL CONTRIBUTE TO THE COUNTRY’S ECONOMY, WHILE STILL BUILDING A SKILLS PIPELINE TO FEED
INTO THE RBH CHARTERED ACCOUNTANCY TRAINING PROGRAMME OVER TIME.
In partnership with the South African Institute of Chartered Accountants (SAICA) together with Thuthuka, RBH recognised three topperforming matriculants from the RBN, namely Kealeboga Kgatitswe, Regomoditswe Tlhapane and Oarabile Tlhokotsi, who will be
assisted financially and offered full support to pursue their qualification in accountancy. The custodian of the bursary programme
and Finance Director of RBH, Tinyiko Sihlangu, said that, “RBH’s partnership with SAICA is based on them being one of the leading
accountancy bodies in South Africa and one of the leading institutes in the world.” She added that Thuthuka will assist bursars with
administration and “offer them support to complete their qualification in the accounting stream”.
In 2017, RBH received accreditation from SAICA as a recognised training institution and successfully kick-started the programme in
2018. The company currently has three trainees in the CA programme and recently signed off their first CA trainee at RBH.
The CA programme not only exposes the trainees to corporate work, it also contributes to personal and professional development
that will guide them throughout their career.
While the bursary programme is a ticket to aspiring Chartered Accountant students to achieve their dreams and to develop skills of the
Bafokeng youth, RBH recognises it as an important contributor to economic participation for the future of the RBN.
One of the bursary recipients, Regomoditswe Tlhapane added, “The bursary is helping me take one step further to realising my
dreams of becoming a CA. The bursary gives out such strong support in making sure you achieve your aspirations and I'm very
thankful for that.” In the words of Malcolm X, “Education is our passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to the people who
prepare for it today.”

In 2020 Lehlogonolo Moloanyana became the first
trainee to complete the RBH Chartered Accountancy
programme. Lehlogonolo is now a registered chartered
accountant CA (SA).
During his articles, he acquired skills in conducting
research, analysis, financial modelling and
company valuations across a range of sectors in
which RBH has interests. He was appointed as
an investment analyst at RBH in 2020. Looking
ahead, he plans to continue his development as
an investment professional.
“RBH provides support for trainees through
exposing trainees to responsibility and learning
opportunities. To date, the RBH CA (SA)
programme has been successful in developing
young people who aspire to become financial
services professionals.”
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ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES OVER THE YEARS

ENTERPRISE
DEVELOPMENT
OVERVIEW

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT IS AN INTEGRAL ASPECT OF INCLUSIVE GROWTH AND SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT. THE AIM OF RBH’S ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES IS TO
INSTIL A CULTURE OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN THE RBN AND PROVIDE
THE SUPPORT REQUIRED FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT OF VIABLE ENTERPRISES IN THE NATION.

Everest Ventures is a Black-owned SMME-targeted financial
advisory and investment company, which seeks to connect highgrowth SMMEs to finance by offering advisory services such as
transaction structuring, company valuations and capital raising.
To date Everest has advised companies and government entities
in the following areas: infrastructure projects, renewable energy,
big data, technology, retail, logistics, water and financial services,
capital raising, transaction structuring, strategy, due-diligence
services and acquisitions. RBH supported Everest Venture
in 2018.

Rambait Trading is a 100% Black female-owned
waste management solutions company. Rambait has
grown as a business since its establishment in 2012
despite a number of challenges experienced in the last
year. The tough economic climate saw the company
lose crucial contracts due to mining closures. However,
with the support of the RBED Focused Approached
programme, the business was repositioned by
diversifying its areas of specialisation, which enabled the
company to secure new business.

RBED Focused Approach programme
is an individualised enterprise development programme
spanning three years that aims to accelerate the growth of
high-potential SMMEs. Participants can graduate before the
end of the three-year period if they reach their developmental
objectives earlier. The programme is managed by RBED using
specialist service providers to support the development work
with the SMMEs. Each SMME is offered a selection of services
defined in their individualised development plan. The SMMEs on
our programme represent a wide range of businesses including:
services construction, manufacturing, training and consulting,
logistics, human resources, media, technology, optometry,
tourism, recycling, waste management, transportation, sports
and recreation, etc. RBH has supported the programme since
2016 and has contributed R8 million to date. An external
assessment conducted in 2019 found that 26 businesses
participating in the Focused Approach programme had a
combined revenue of R119 million and employed 539 people.

ROYAL BAFOKENG
ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT
Royal Bafokeng Enterprise Development (RBED)
is the RBN social entity responsible for developing
entrepreneurship among the Bafokeng. It offers
entrepreneurs coaching, advisory services and training,
both formal and on-the-job. It also facilitates the
consolidation of micro enterprises into more sizeable
companies capable of competing for contracts in the
Bafokeng area and further afield. RBH implements
some of its enterprise development initiatives in
partnership with RBED.

AlphaCode
In 2015 we partnered with one of our investee companies,
Rand Merchant Investment Holdings (RMI) in the roll-out and
implementation of AlphaCode. The initiative aims to develop
a pipeline of entrepreneurs in the South African fintech space
and grow next-generation financial services through incubation,
acceleration, collaboration and investment.

We also supported Tirafalo IT Solutions in 2017, which
is headed up by entrepreneur Kgomotso Mathebula who,
after working as a systems analyst, decided to set up her own
business as an IT consultant and service provider. She provided
IT hardware, software and support to the Royal Bafokeng
Administration (RBA), RBED and RBI. She has also worked with
Impala Platinum (Implats) to provide ICT in schools, setting up
computer labs, training and support for those schools Implats
support and has also secured work for herself outside Phokeng,
with clients such as Electronic Toll Collection (SANRAL),
government departments, ORBIT TVET colleges and the
City of Tshwane. Tirafalo currently has five employees that they
have trained.

”RBH has been very supportive, not just in its role as a funder, but as a trusted partner and friend to RBED. The support and
advisory on Monitoring & Evaluation provided by the RBH team in the early years of our partnership was particularly helpful.
It allowed us to think very carefully about the role we as RBED wanted to play in the economic development of the RBN,
and develop the tools and systems required to measure our impact.”
RBED & RBH
Mining and Technical
Exhibition 2018
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Talent Muzambi, former RBED Manager
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SPORTS
OVERVIEW

IN 2010 THE BAFOKENG NATION HAD THE PRIVILEGE OF HOSTING SIX FIFA WORLD CUP SOCCER GAMES
AT THE ROYAL BAFOKENG SPORTS PALACE IN RUSTENBURG. THE GAMES ATTRACTED THOUSANDS OF
SPECTATORS AND GAVE THE RBN AN OPPORTUNITY TO SHARE THEIR CULTURE AND HERITAGE WITH

SPORTS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES OVER THE YEARS
In the early years following the establishment of RBH, sports was
a major focus. In 2007 Royal Bafokeng Sports started operating
as a subsidiary of RBH. This was in line with the RBN’s strategic
priorities at the time and its desire was to integrate commercial
sports with community-level sports development. In 2012
RBH transferred 100% holdings in RBS to the RBA. Since 2006
and 2020 RBH has continued to contribute towards sports
development, supporting several sports codes which includes
rugby, basketball, martial arts, athletics, netball and soccer.
Sports development programmes were implemented through
partnerships with the Impala Bafokeng Trust in the early years
and, subsequently, through RBS.

VISITORS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD. WHILE THE EXCITEMENT OF THE WORLD CUP MAY BE OVER, THE
EVENT MADE AN INDELIBLE MARK ON THE NATION AND HIGHLIGHTED THE PIVOTAL ROLE SPORTS CAN PLAY
IN FOSTERING ECONOMIC GROWTH AND INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT.
Sports continues to play an important role in the development
of the RBN, allowing both young and old to develop key
competencies such as discipline, resilience and leadership
skills. It also plays an important role in bringing
the Nation together for recreation and leisure,
activities which are important for the wellbeing of any society. Sports development
therefore forms one of the key priority
areas of both Plan ’35 and our CSR
programmes.

RBS Karate
Sport is and continues to be a healthy, positive way for
young people to occupy their spare time and to help
build character and a sense of self-worth. The Bafokeng
youth have always embraced sports enthusiastically and
their sporting achievements have put RBN on the map.
RBS Karate team, run by the RBS was a programme of
young Bafokeng children and previously performed well in
major competitions. Throughout the years, RBS received
positive feedback from schoolteachers of RBN children
who were involved in the sport of karate, with these
learners exhibiting improved school performance, selfdiscipline and respect. The RBS Karate Team participated
annually in SA JKA Championships and in 2013 the team
entered a 100-strong team for the competition, winning
a total of 78 medals: 24 gold, 21 silver and 33 bronze.
RBH supported the team from 2012 – 2015.

ROYAL BAFOKENG SPORTS
Royal Bafokeng Sports (RBS) is an RBN
social entity whose mandate is to promote the
development and professionalisation of sports in
the Nation. Priority sporting codes include soccer,
rugby, netball, athletics, martial arts and basketball.
In addition, RBS manages two of the RBN’s major
sports assets – the Royal Bafokeng Sports Palace and
the Bafokeng Sports Campus. RBH works closely
with RBS in the implementation of its sports
development programmes in schools in the RBN.

CURRENT SPORTS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES

RBS Metshameko

Metshameko is a sports development programme which
focuses on the sporting codes of soccer and netball in RBN
schools. The programme is built on the belief that sports has
an important role to play in encouraging social cohesion and
healthy lifestyles, as well as in creating role models within
the Bafokeng Nation. Key activities include the recruitment
and development of coaching staff, provision of training kits
and equipment for learners as well as transport to enable
learners to participate in competitions. Metshameko serves as
a springboard for the identification of opportunities such as
scholarships and bursaries for learners from RBN schools.
An external assessment conducted in 2019 shows Metshameko
plays an important role in developing life skills such as discipline,
resilience and leadership among the learners, teachers and
volunteers who participated in the programme. It has also
contributed to the overall well-being of the Nation, attracting
over 3 000 spectators during major competitions.

Royal Queens
Royal Queens is a women’s football club established in 2019.
The club aims to create opportunities for Bafokeng women to
access opportunities for personal development through sports.
In 2019 Royal Queens won the provincial Sasol League in the
North West province, and went on to the national play-offs
where it was placed in fifth position. RBH sponsored sporting
equipment and kits for the club.
LOOKING AHEAD
Metshameko programme strives to expand in depth and focus.
As such RBH will continue to work alongside RBS towards
ensuring the programme’s growth and that it is open to all
Bafokeng schools. We will also continue in our commitment to
improve programme efficiencies and keep the spirit of an active
and sporting Nation alive. While we hope to continue supporting
Royal Queens, this may be impacted by the ability of football
activities resuming, based on South African Football Association
(SAFA) guidelines. However, we remain committed to making a
meaningful contribution as the team works towards becoming a
professional football club and household name in South African
women’s soccer.

”Sport plays an important role in the development of the Nation. It can open doors for young people to access further
opportunities including education and employment while maintaining a healthy lifestyle. It is for this reason that the RBN
has always placed sport at the heart of its development agenda. Our work at RBS is made possible by support from partners
such as RBH, whose track record in supporting sporting initiatives within the RBN is well documented. We look forward to a
continued partnership.”
Eugene Thipe, RBS
2016 Metshameko
sports programme
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SPORTS CONTINUED

TSHEPANG KHUMALO IS THE OWNER
OF ROYAL QUEENS FOOTBALL CLUB.
SHE UNDERSTANDS THE VALUE OF SPORTS
AND THE DOORS IT CAN OPEN, HAVING
COMPLETED HER TERTIARY EDUCATION
THROUGH A NETBALL SCHOLARSHIP.
TSHEPANG ALSO UNDERSTANDS THE
ROLE SPORTS CAN PLAY IN CREATING
TRANSFORMATIONAL SOCIAL CHANGE
AND BELIEVES IT CAN CONTRIBUTE TO THE
OVERALL WELL-BEING OF THE RBN.
“The vision I had when the team started was to not only
get young women and girls off the streets, but expose
them to opportunities for personal development similar to
the one I earned when I received my netball scholarship”,
she says.

Royal Queens Football Club

Royal Queens currently plays in the Sasol League and has a
dedicated team of players as well as two coaching staff who
are fully committed and supportive of the players and the
club’s vision. The team’s work ethic is a source of inspiration,
particularly given all players and coaches are volunteers.
The struggle to secure sponsorship and provide a livelihood
to players and coaches is not unique to Royal Queens; it is a
challenge facing women’s sports in general.
While the team receives a stipend from SAFA, which goes
towards transport and referees, the amount is not sufficient
to sustain the programme. This makes the relationship
between Royal Queens and RBN entities such as RBH and RBS
important. Through these partnerships Royal Queens is able to
accommodate players at a club house, and secure sponsorship
for expenses such as transport, meals and training equipment.
Despite the challenges faced by the team, Royal Queens has
managed to achieve some important results. Among these was
the selection of the team’s goalkeeper to represent South Africa
as part of the national team, Bantwana Bantwana.
Looking ahead, Royal Queens will continue to support the
development of its players and coaching staff as it works
towards becoming a professional club. Its short-term goal is
to gain promotion to the recently launched Women’s Premier
Soccer League.

2016 Metshameko sports programme
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